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( “Under Badger’s Rock” ) 
Czechoslovakia  :  1978  :  dir. Václav Gajer  :                                               :  ? min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Tomáš Holý ……………...……………………………………………………………………………… 
Adult cast unknown 
 

  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Kbytes  Ω         Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

3144a - 0 0    -    -    -    -    - No unseen 

 
 

Speelfilm Encyclopedie review of "NA 
PYTLÁCKE STEZCE": 
 
“The second film, after "PODJEZEVCI 
SKALOU" in 1978, in a series about 12-year 
old schoolboy Vasek, who discovers the beauty 
of nature.  He doesn’t want to go abroad on 
holiday, but instead chooses the forest, where 
his grandpa is  gamekeeper, and together they 
come upon the trail of a poacher.  An 
entertaining and beautifully filmed adventure 
for children.  **½ ” 
 
 
The Moving Picture Boy entry on Holý: 
 
“Tomáš, a pudgy little comedian, became a 
national favourite in Václav Gajer’s three films 
of country life during 1979-80, and also in a TV 
serial called "On the Way to Atlantis". ” 

[no listing in "Halliwell's Film Guide", 
"Leonard Maltin's Movie and Video Guide 
2001", "Speelfilm Encyclopedie", "The 
Critics’ Film Guide", "The Good Film and 
Video Guide", "Movies on TV and 
Videocassette 1988-89", "Rating the 
Movies (1990)", "The Sunday Times Guide 
to Movies on Television", "The Time Out 
Film Guide", "TV Times Film & Video 
Guide 1995", "Variety Movie Guide 1993", 
"Video Movie Guide 1993" or "The Virgin 
Film Guide"] 
 

 

 
 
 
No further information currently available. See "NA PYTLÁCKE STEZCE" and “ZA 
TRNKOVYM KEREM”, the other parts of this trilogy, for stills of Holý.  His other films of the 
period included "POSTAVENI MIMO HRU" ("Off Side", 79), "UPIR VE VEZAKU" ("Vampire in 
the Tower Block", 79), “PRÁZDNINY PRO PSA” (“Holiday for a Dog”, 80) and "UTEKY 
DOMU" ("Escaping Home", 81). 
 
 
See subject index under ANIMALS & BIRDS, EASTERN EUROPE / SOVIET BLOC, 
GRANDPARENTS and PASTORALS (holidays in the country). 
 
 

Pod Jezevci Skálou  


